The Best Chairs for Their Space
How MityLite products helped upgrade rental options
for Bartlett Park District Customers

Overview
The Bartlett Park District was formed in January of 1964 when the Village of
Bartlett donated the first 13-acre parcel to the Park District, part of Sunrise Park.
The District now owns 577 acres and leases another 20 acres for the recreational
needs of the community. Barlett is among the most distinguished organizations
in Illinois, with 43 parks, a community center, two pools, two golf courses, a
banquet facility, ski hill, athletic field complex, nature center, and more.

The Challenge
Nicholas Serritella, Scheduling Manager for the Bartlett Park District and Bartlett
Community Center, was looking for new chairs to replace the current inventory
in rental spaces. Among the most popular rental spaces is a stand-alone log
cabin where renters can organize the space to fit their needs.
Nicholas was searching for stacking chairs and folding chairs that would be easy
to move and store. Although they have a huge facility, storage space is limited
due to the accumulation of products over the 20 years the community center
has been operating.
Nicholas also needed durable carts to help make room turnover easier for his
staff and the people renting the facilities.

The Solution
Nicholas had worked with MityLite in the past to purchase ABS Folding Tables
for the banquet room and program rooms. He was happy with the products and
the service he received, so he contacted his sales representative to talk about
folding and stacking chairs.
He chose to purchase MeshOne® Stacking Chairs and MeshOne® folding chairs
for his facilities as well as carts for the chairs. Nicholas says the stacking chairs
have been a great fit for the cabin. They stack easily, fit perfectly against the
wall, and provide a nice aesthetic look. He has been happy with the carts as well.

How MityLite Made it Easy
Nicholas says his sales representative is always responsive in answering his
questions and helping with anything he needs. The rep walked him through the
chair options and helped him narrow it down to exactly what he needed while
also getting him a good price. Nicholas also knows that he can call his rep any
time to get replacement items, which will be shipped out quickly.

“The chairs are a big upgrade from what we had before. People love the look and we get so
many complements comfort-wise and aesthetic-wise.”
“It’s been great working with MityLite, and I wouldn’t want to work with anybody else.
MityLite is always the first place I look when I do have to purchase furniture. Always.”
—Nicholas Serritella, CPRP, M.S.
Scheduling Manager, Bertlett Community Center

Featured Products

ABS Tables

MeshOne® Folding Chairs

MeshOne® Stacking Chairs

Half-Tree Chair Carts

